
Teacher’s Guide for Worksheet 1: Statistics

Statistics measure a baseball player’s success, both offensively and defensively.  There are
statistics for everything a player does on the field: hitting, fielding, number of outs made.  There
are certain benchmark standards for successful play.  For example, the mark of a very successful
hitter is a .300 batting average.  Less successful hitters have a batting average of .250 or below.
But it is important to note that some of the game’s best sluggers might not hit for a high average
but they do collect a lot of home runs and knock in a lot of runs.  In Pete Gray’s day, a good
power hitter might carry a .250 batting average but hit 20 or more home runs and collect 75 to 90
RBIs in a season.

Defensive excellence is measured by fielding percentage.  While a 1.000 fielding percentage is
perfect, the best players usually have a fielding average somewhere between .970 and .990. The
fielding average is calculated by the number of chances a player has in the field measured
against the number of errors he commits. Those players with the highest number of put outs and
assists are considered good fielders.

Using this knowledge as well as the statistical information provided in the handout, Statistical
Information on Pete Gray’s Career, answer the following questions about Pete Gray’s
performance with the 1945 St. Louis Browns to determine whether he was a successful major
league player.

1. What was Pete Gray’s batting average?
.218

2. Can Gray be considered a power hitter or a player who collects a lot of extra base hits  (i.e.,
doubles, triples,

       home runs) and/or knocks in runs?
No.

3. Sometimes statistics can be deceiving.  Another factor that should be taken into
consideration in Pete Gray’s case is called a “quality at bat.”  A quality at-bat may
not result in a base hit, but rather a walk or a sacrifice, where the batter might
have advanced a base runner, putting him in scoring position, but still registered
an out. Look at Gray’s daily performance during the 1945 season and answer the
following questions:

a. How many walks did he collect?  10
b. How many sacrifices?  4
c. How many runs did he score?  26
d. Did these efforts help his team to win? Yes.

4. What was Pete Gray’s fielding average? How many errors did he commit? How
many put outs did he make?

FA= .959
E= 7
PO= 162

5. How successful a team was the 1945 St. Louis Browns?  What was their won-
loss record? Where did they finish the season compared to the other American
League teams? How many wins did Gray play in?  How many losses?  What was
the Brown’s winning percentage with Gray in the line-up?

.536 % winning /81-70/3rd place, 6 games behind Detroit
Gray played in 36 wins and 39 losses. His winning percentage was .48%



6. Based on the descriptive statistics you’ve calculated, do you think Pete Gray
belonged in the Major Leagues in 1945?

No, not according to the statistics. His statistics were below average for a major league player.

7. What factors are not easily calculated from statistics?

• Work ethic and determination of individual
• Physical abilities/disabilities of player

Playing conditions (weather,


